Lumishore launches new 2015 models during Miami Boat Show

London and Sarasota, (February 4, 2015) – Lumishore Ltd., the world’s leading LED Underwater Light manufacturer, will launch three groundbreaking 2015 LED underwater lighting and camera models during the Miami International Boat. Visit Lumishore in their new location, Miami Convention Center, Electronics Room, booth # 1665.

For Hi-Res Images, send request to info@lumishore.com

LUMISHORE TIX202-FF

Requiring a cut-out of only 28mm (1.1”), the Lumishore TIX202-FF is the world’s slimmest ThruHull Interchangeable lighting system, designed to offer the best of all options for boat owners who want a high performance lighting system and prefer the integrity of a thru-hull light fitting with the peace of mind of a removable LED array that can be serviced from inside the boat, while minimising the hull cut-out. The TIX202-FF boast an impressive 4,100 Fixture Lumens, an integrated driver unit and is available in white, blue and green.

Key features of the new Lumishore TIX202-FF include:

- Integrity of a Thru Hull with a removable, interchangeable LED array for easy serviceability
- 28mm (1.1”) cut-out requirement, integrated driver unit for ease and flexibility of installation options
- Low profile Flush Fit, slim-line marine bronze housing - allows installation to transom, bottom or hull-sides
- High Performance HICOB Array : 4,100 Fixture Lumens , 60° light beam, 65mm (2.65”) light face diameter
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  www.lumishore.com

LUMISHORE SMX-11

The new SMX-11 brings high light output and affordability to the entry level Surface Mount market. Boasting an impressive 1,100 Fixture Lumens and ultra slimline body the SMX11 sets new standards of price/performance in the underwater lighting market. Designed for smaller boats and the discerning customer the SMX-11 has a corrosion proof body and lens system with a 60° light beam for highest performance. Available in white, blue and green.

Key Features:
• 1,100 Fixture Lumens - Life expectancy: 50,000+ hours
• Low profile flush design: 10mm (0.4”); Face diameter: 85mm (3.4”)
• 60° beam angle
• Corrosion-proof, growth resistant advanced polymer body

LUMISHORE TIX301-LUMICAM

The 2015 LUMICAM is a High-Definition underwater camera with ground-breaking new functionality. Two video outputs provide HD-SDI or composite video to a MFD, Chart Plotter, or Monitor. The camera is serviceable from the inside the hull, housed in a 2” bronze thru-hull fitting. The Lumishore Thru-Hull camera is suitable for many sizes and types of watercraft, including Sports Boats, Cruisers, Yachts, and Super Yachts.

Key Features:
• Flush-fit, suitable for transom or bottom mounting
• Full High-Definition 1080p
• Thru-hull mount, requires 50mm (2”) entry hole
• Interchangeable - allows servicing from inside the hull while afloat
• Automatic low-light mode, digital zoom plus many other user selectable features

For full product details, please refer to www.lumishore.com

About Lumishore Ltd:

Lumishore LED lighting systems are the pinnacle of underwater lighting products. Focused exclusively on this market and using proprietary LED technology, Lumishore has established itself as the premier supplier of underwater LED lighting solutions. Lumishore’s technical expertise is based upon its technical team’s expertise, experience and dedicated to the design and development of LED technology specifically for marine applications.

Lumishore designs, develops & manufactures its systems exclusively in the U.K. This in-house capability enables exceptionally compact powerful, bright lights from 1,000 to over 20,000 fixture lumens.

For more information, please contact :
Eiffrion Evans, CEO, Lumishore Ltd, Phone: +44 (0) 208 144 1694, e-mail: ceo@lumishore.com
Les Ares, Vice President, Lumishore USA, Phone: +1 (941) 405-3302, e-mail: lares@lumishoreusa.com